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Abstract

This PhD thesis is related to three di erent researc h areas of theoretical
computer science: F ormal language theory ,complexity theory and computational (algorithmic-machine) learning theory. We can summarize this work as
follo ws: We are in terested in exploring the main di culties of learning linear
languages from di erent information sources (positive data, complete presentation and structural information). Given that w emust x a h ypothesis space
representation for the learning methods, we choose a generative approach and
w euse formal grammars. Then, our attention goes to di erent properties of
linear grammars. These non trivial properties of linear grammars is what w e
call char acteristic featur es. We study four di erent characteristic features of
linear grammars: local testability, rev ersibilit y, terminal distinguishabilit
y and
structural distinguishability. We study some aspects of linear grammars with
such characteristic features in order to obtain some conclusions for the learning problem. Specially, we focus our attention to the algorithmic diÆculties of
deciding if a given linear grammar holds a given characteristic feature. Furthermore, while studing the representation of linear grammars we obtain some
conclusions about the descriptive complexity of linear languages.
The structure of this thesis is as follows. In chapter 1, we give a brief introduction to the di erent topicsof the w ork andtheir relationships. In chapter
2, w e giv e the basic concepts of computational learning theory. We give an
overview of the di erent approaches to solve the learning problem and we dene a taxonomy of the di erent methods based on the learning strategies and
the information sources. Then, w e explain the inductive inference approach
and the grammatical inference paradigm. We summarize the di erent results of
learning grammars and automata from di erent information protocols: learning
from positive data, from complete information and from structural information.
Last, we explain the relationship betw een this PhD work and the learning aspects that we have explained before. In c hapter 3, we give the main concepts
of formal language theory ,w ede ne di erent aspects of languages, relations,
grammars and automata. This is an introductory chapter dev otedto formal
languages.
The rst step in learning linear grammars is learning even linear ones. In
chapter 4, we study the learning problem related to even linear languages. First,
w egiv e the de nitions, basic results and an overview of some previous w orks
related to this topic. Then, w epropose a reduction technique of ev en linear
languages to regular ones and we take advantage of this reduction to solve the
learning problem eÆciently. Once the learning problem for general even linear
languages is solv ed, w e study local testabilit y on ev en linear languages from
di erent reduction strategies. We de ne several even linear language subclasses
that can be learned from only positiv edata. We nish this chapter b y sum-

marizing the basic results that we have obtained and by proposing new open
problems.
In chapter 5, we study the learning problem of linear languages. As in the
previous chapter, we start by giving the basic de nitions of linear grammars
and the most signi cant previous results related to the learning problem. We
show our motivation to use structural information as an information source.
This motivation is based on the diÆculties of some problems related to linear
grammars such as the equivalence and structural equivalence problems, the ambiguity problem, ans so on. Then, we continue this chapter by studing di erent
characteristic features. First, we study terminal and structural distinguishability and we prove the (non) decidability of some of them. From terminal and
structural distinguishability we deduce a nite index relation in the structural
information and we pro t from that to de ne Terminal and Structural Distinguishable Linear languages (TSDL). We give some relations between TSDL
class and some other known language classes ( nite, regular, even linear and
linear). Then, we propose a learning algorithm to identify any TSDL language
in the limit. The previous algorithm can be adapted to work with any nite
product of TSDL languages as we show in this section. This chapter continues
by studing two more characteristic features, reversibility and local testability.
Both characteristics are de ned by introducing a new reduction technique from
linear grammars to even linear ones. In this case, we de ne the corresponding
language classes to reversible linear languages and local testable linear ones.
We nish this chapter by giving the main results that we have obtained and by
introducing new open problems.
In chapter 6, we study some aspects about the complexity of linear languages.
First, we introduce a family of regular-like expressions to de ne linear languages
which we call linear expressions. Then, we propose some equivalence properties for linear expressions. Mainly, we work with permutation and compression
equivalence properties. After proving the last properties, we study two di erent
complexity measures for linear grammars. First of them, we study the reversal
complexity of linear grammars and we propose an speed-up theorem in order to
decrease the reversal complexity of any given grammar within a constant factor. Second, we initiate a preliminar study of the descriptive complexity of linear
grammars by using Kolmogorov complexity. We bind the Kolmogorov complexity of any given linear language by using the previous equivalence properties
and we relate the Kolmogorov and reversal complexities of linear grammars.
We nish this chapter by summarizing the previous results and proposing new
open problems.
Finally, chapter 7 is devoted to present the general conclusions of the thesis
and propose some research guidelines for future works.
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